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Abstract  
 

The Burpee-Bridges house is a historic building in the Fredricton area. It is believed to be one of 
the first buildings constructed post-expulsion when a group of Americans settled the area near 
Sheffield.  Due to the uncertainty of its age the home owner, Richard Hornsby, and Carlo 
Laforge requested dendrochronological dating be conducted on the house.  Twenty-one samples 
were collected from the structure.  Six were collected from the house, one from the annex and 
fourteen from the barn.  Samples were processed and cross-dated to a regional master 
chronology of red spruce (Picea rubens).  Beams from the three structures varied in age: the 
beams sampled from the house suggest construction in 1846/7, while the single beam from the 
annex came back as 1833.  The barn was a mix of dates from 1762 to 1831.  The range of dates 
is potentially due to using recycled wood in the structure from other structures and potentially 
from replacing beams as they rotted out. 
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Figure 8. A hand sketched map of the barn of the Burpee-Bridges House.  Numbers denote 
where samples were taken.  

 
Samples were processed in the lab by mounting them in slotted mounting boards, then 

sanding them with progressively finer sand paper (80-400 grit) to bring out the cellular structures 
and annual rings of the wood.  Rings were counted and measured from the bark to the pith 
(middle) of each core sample using a Velmex measuring system with an accuracy of 0.001mm.  
Not all the cores were sound (Appendix 1), some of them had broken or rotten pieces in the 
outermost perimeter of wood. 

Time series of measurements from the house were pattern-matched to each other, thereby 
creating floating chronologies (chronologies that are not attached to a specific period of time). 
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The floating chronologies were then cross-dated to a previously establish master chronology that 
was locked in time from the area.  Cross-dating is the practice of taking the pattern of growth 
from one sample and comparing it to that of another (Figure 9).  

 
To assist in the cross-dating procedure, the statistical cross-dating program COFECHA 

(Holmes, 1986a) was used.  COFECHA uses correlation values to assist in accurately dating 
samples.  Higher correlation values indicate that the floating chronology corresponds well to the 
master chronology.  Lower correlation values can indicate a variety of things such as ecological 
or climatic variation from the norm or that the sample is inaccurately dated.  The floating 
chronology was run against a red spruce (Picea rubens) master chronology available from the 
MAD Lab archive. Each of the floating and master chronologies was standardized to have a 
mean of one by using a negative exponential curve in the program ARSTAN (Holmes,1986b). 
This standardization was completed to allow samples of different ages to be compared. 

             
 
Figure 9. Example of cross-dating by using patterns from a structure (floating chronology) 
compared to the dated master chronology. 
  
Results and Discussion 
 
During initial observations of the house and barn, there appeared to be a good quantity and 
quality of beam material for a chronology to be created. However, once coring began in the barn, 
a high level of rot was encountered making sampling considerably more difficult. During the 
overall assessment, a number of beams in the barn were seen that did not fit well into their 
mortise and tenon joints. These joints almost always fit snuggly in buildings, but in the barn 
many did not or had open mortise joints with no adjoining beam.  This indicated that the barn 
was probably created using recycled wood. The recycled wood could have come from anywhere, 
and from multiple structures. There were roman numerals found on a number of beams joints 
that did not line up with partner numerals on the adjoining pieces.  Roman numerals are typically 

Structure 

Sample 

Path 

Floating Chronology 

Master Chronology 
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Table 1. Correlation, time spans, location and condition of samples taken from the Burpee-Bridges House. 

Series Time Span # of Years Correlation Condition
08BNS001 1802-1847 46 0.645 House Cold Room end year
08BNS002 1777-1841 65 0.604 House Cold Room broken near end
08BNS003 1786-1846 61 0.497 House Attic end year
08BNS004 1735-1847 113 0.508 House Fireplace Room end year
08BNS005 1724-1847 124 0.428 House Fireplace Room end year
08BNS006 1770-1820 51 0.294 House Fireplace Room broken
08BNS007 1690-1811 122 0.137 Barn Large Vertical Beam choppy
08BNS008 1747-1805 59 0.54 Barn Large Vertical Beam broken with gap, choppy
08BNS009 1746-1800 55 0.174 Barn Small Horizontal Beam choppy, broken
08BNS010 1794-1831 38 0.307 Barn Small Horizontal Beam broken end
08BNS011 1777-1823 47 0.377 Barn Large Horizontal Beam choppy
08BNS012 1771-1824 54 0.44 Barn Large Horizontal Beam choppy
08BNS013 1637-1806 170 0.154 Barn Large Vertical Beam end year
08BNS014 1726-1782 57 0.475 Barn Large Vertical Beam end year
08BNS015 1772-1825 54 0.473 Barn Small Horizontal Beam end year
08BNS016 1684-1762 79 0.375 Barn Small Vertical Beam end year
08BNS017 1695-1765 71 0.282 Barn Small Vertical Beam end year
08BNS018 1650-1767 118 0.101 Barn Small Vertical Beam end year, small rings
08BNS019 1763-1824 62 0.375 Barn Small Horizontal Beam end year, choppy
08BNS020 1704-1833 130 0.215 Annex Vertical Beam broken, choppy
08BNS021 1672-1779 108 0.319 Barn Cookie - Large Horizontal end year, some worms

Structure /       Location
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Figure 11. A comparison of the master red spruce chronology and the floating chronologies for 
the different sections of the structures. 
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floor joist (08BNS006) and the corner post from the closet next to the fireplace (08BNS004/5) 
were both cut in 1846/7.  For this evidence to work well in the existing Burpee-Bridges house 
story, new material would have had to be added to the old structure when the house additon was 
made, or the age of the old section of the house may need to be upgraded.  
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Appendix 1. Scanned samples mounted on boards for stability. 
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Appendix 2. Floor plan for the first and second floors of the Burpee Bridges House. 

 


